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Abstract. We present the results of a detailed theoretical study which meets the
spatial and temporal criteria of the Debye-Huc¨kel (DH) approximation on the variation
of the transition energies as well as the oscillator strengths for the 2p53d 1P1 → 2p
6 1S0
(3C line) and the 2p53d 3D1 → 2p
6 1S0 (3D line) transitions of the Ne-like ions subject
to external plasma. Our study shows that the redshifts of the transition energy follow
the general scaling behaviors similar to the ones for the simple H-like and He-like
ions. Whereas the oscillator strength for the 3C line decreases, the oscillator strength
for the spin-flipped 3D line increases as the strength of the outside plasma increases.
As a result, their ratio is amplified subject to outside plasma environment. We further
demonstrate that the plasma-induced variation between the relative strength of the 3C
and 3D transitions is mainly due to the spin-dependent interactions which dictate the
mixing of the 1P1 component in the
3D1 upper state of the 3D transition. In addition,
we are able to find that the ratio between the relative oscillator strengths of the 3C
and 3D lines in the presence of the plasma to their respective plasma-free values varies
as a nearly universal function of [(Z − 9.2)DZ]−1.8, with Z the nuclear charge and D
the Debye length. The results of this study should be of great help in the modelling
and diagnostic of astrophysical plasmas as well as laboratory plasmas.
Keywords : atomic processes, plasmas, radiation: dynamics
1. Introduction
The atomic and molecular data are indispensable physical parameters in astrophysics
[1, 2] and energy related researches [3, 4]. In particular, for the atomic ions in various
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astrophysical environment and laboratory experiments, it is important to understand
the influence of the outside plasma to the atomic data as most of the ions actually
existed in plasma environment. Data on atomic energy levels, oscillator strengths, and
the related collision rates are required to simulate numerically the temporal-spatial mo-
tions for plasmas in astrophysical objects or in controlled fusion facilities [1–4] and to
perform diagnostic analysis of the plasma parameters [5, 6]. Among astrophysical spec-
tra, the X-ray emission lines corresponding to the 2p53d 1P1 → 2p
6 1S0 (3C line) and
the 2p53d 3D1 → 2p
6 1S0 (3D line) transitions of the highly charged Fe
16+ ions near
812 eV are known to be two of the most prominent diagnostic lines [7–10]. However,
their diagnostic utility has been limited by the fact that although extensive studies
have been carried out, discrepancies persist between the theoretical estimates and the
measurements from the astrophysical and laboratory sources of the 3C/3D oscillator
strengths ratio [11–19]. Although many studies were carried out recently to identify the
reasons for such discrepancies, it remains as an open question [15–19]. Meanwhile, a
recent study has demonstrated a substantial variation of the oscillator strengths for the
α-line of the H-like and He-like ions subject to outside dense plasmas [20]. One of the
main objectives of this work is to find out if such variation in the oscillator strengths,
in particular the 3C/3D intensity ratio of the Ne-like ions, could also be shown in dense
plasma environment.
The influence of the plasma environment to the atomic processes is a challenging
many-body problem and several sophisticated and complicated models were developed
over the years to understand such processes [21–24]. On the other hand, the Debye-
Hu¨ckel (DH) model, with its simplicity [25], could easily capture the important qual-
itative features over several orders of magnitude in plasma temperature and density,
and, at the same time, offer the physical interpretation as a reliable reference for other
theoretical models [20, 26–42]. Recently, we present a critical assessment of the DH ap-
proximation in terms of the spatial and temporal criteria for dense plasma which limits
its applicability to atomic processes that are short-ranged in nature for the H-like and
He-like ions with nucleus charge Z between 5 and 18 [20, 27, 28]. This limited DH ap-
proximation has generated the redshift of the Lyman-α line of the H-like ion in a plasma
environment in agreement both with the experimentally observed value and the data
from more elaborate simulations based on quantum mechanical approaches [27]. Its ap-
plications to the α emission lines of both hydrogen and helium-like ions which meet the
spatial and temporal criteria have also led to simple scaling properties of the redshifts
of the transition energies as well as the oscillator strengths [20, 27, 28]. For more com-
plex ions, it is expected that a full-relativistic application of the DH approximation is
necessary to include the electron correlations as well as the relativistic effects. The main
purpose of the present study is to explore the effect of the outside plasma environment
to the change of the transition energy and the oscillator strength of the spectroscopically
isolated lines due to the transitions of the 3d electron of the Ne-like ions based on the
DH approximation.
In section 2, we outline the theoretical procedures of our full relativistic calcula-
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tions. Section 3 presents the results of our study and how the transition energies and
oscillator strengths vary as the functions of Debye length in terms of the ratio of the
temperature and the electron density of the outside plasma. Finally, in section 4, the
implications of the present work are summarized.
2. Theoretical Methods
Following the DH approximation, the potential for an atomic electron in plasma at a
distance r from a nuclear charge Z is given by [26, 27, 43, 44],
VDH =


Vi = −Z(
1
r
− 1
D+A
), r ≤ A
Vo = −Z(
DeA/D
D+A
) e
−r/D
r
, r > A.
(1)
where A is the radius of the Debye sphere and the Debye length D is expressed in terms
of the Bohr radius a0 by [45]
D = 1.4048×
√
kbTe
Ne
, (2)
where Ne and kbTe are the density and temperature of the free plasma electrons in
the units of 1022 cm−3 and eV, respectively. We note that the atomic units are used
throughout this paper if not otherwise specified.
The application of the DH model depends on two key parameters [26,27,43,44]. The
first one is the radius A of the Debye sphere, which separates the affected outside plasma
environment and the slightly modified close-in region where the atomic characteristic
dominates. The second one is the Debye length D, which is related to the electron
density Ne and temperature Te of the outside plasma based on the classical Maxwell-
Boltzmann statistics. For the DH model and the classical Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics
to apply for the atomic process in plasma environment, such processes should be short-
ranged spatially, i.e., generally be limited to the transitions involving the electron in
the lower atomic states such as the present 3C and 3D lines. Temporally, the time
scale characteristic of the atomic transition (i.e., the average lifetime of the upper state
of the transition and/or the motion of the electron in its atomic orbital) should be
considerably different (either longer or shorter) from the correlation time or the inverse
of the plasma frequency fp = 8.977 × 10
3N1/2e Hz of the outside plasma [45]. More
details in determining the DH parameters for the present calculation will be given in
our subsequent discussion.
For the relatively simple atomic systems, such as the H-like and He-like ions with
relatively small Z in our recent studies [20,27,28], the relativistic effect is negligible and
the non-relativistic calculations should be adequate. But, in a more complex system with
more electrons such as the Ne-like ions in the present calculation, the relativistic effects
become important and should be taken into account. For the relativistic calculation, the
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N-electron Hamiltonian HˆDH for an atom in plasma environment is expressed as,
HˆDH = HˆDC +
N∑
i=1
Vd(ri, D),
HˆDC =
N∑
i=1
c~α · ~pi + (β − 1)c
2 − Z
ri
+
∑
i<j
1
rij
,
Vd(ri, D) =
Z
ri
+ VDH,
(3)
where HˆDC is the the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian, c is the speed of light,
HˆDC|ΓPJM〉0 = E
DC
Γ |ΓPJM〉0. (4)
where P is the parity and J and M are the total angular momentum and magnetic
quantum number, respectively. Γ denotes the Γth atomic eigenstate function. The ASFs
are the N-electron eigenstate wave functions, which are the linear combinations of the
configuration state functions (CSFs) with the same P , J and M , namely,
|ΓPJM〉 =
ne∑
i=1
CΓi |γiPJM〉, (5)
where CΓi is the expansion coefficient and γi represents all other information to define
the CSF uniquely. The CSFs, |γiPJM〉, which form a basis set for an N -electron atomic
system in Hilbert space, are linear combinations of the Slater determinants of the atomic
orbital wave functions (AOs). By applying the variational method to solve Equation (4),
one can obtain the mixing coefficients as well as the AOs self-consistently. This is known
as the multi configuration self-consistent field method (MCSCF) [46, 47].
Our calculations were carried out using a revised multi-configuration Dirac-Fock
(MCDF) approach in order to take the electron correlations into account adequately
[48–51]. The quasi-complete basis scheme is adopted to optimize the atomic orbitals
(AOs) using the GRASP-JT version [48–51] based on the earlier GRASP2K codes [47].
In this calculation, AOs for ground and excited states are optimized separately. For the
ground state, we optimize the spectroscopic AOs with the principal quantum number
n = 1, 2, 3 with n− l− 1 nodes by MCSCF iterations to minimize the lowest 37 energy
levels of 2p6, 2p53s, 2p53p, and 2p53d states to form the zeroth level basis. With the
zeroth level basis fixed, the pseudo AOs with n = 4 are optimized with further MCSCF
iterations to minimize the ground state of the Ne-like ions to form the first level basis.
The additional CSFs adopted in the optimization are generated by all single, double,
and some triple excitations from the 1s22s22p6 and 1s22s22p53p reference configurations
to AOs with n = 3, 4 (i.e., two electrons excited from the core shell and one electron
excited from the valence shell). In succession, by adding more and more AOs in what
we termed as the quasi-complete basis, we have included in the present calculation the
quasi-complete basis with nmax = 7. For the excited state, the optimization processes
are similar, except only 36 energy levels of 2p53s, 2p53p, and 2p53d states without the
ground state are optimized by MCSCF iterations to obtain the zeroth level basis. The
pseudo AOs are obtained in succession by further MCSCF iterations to optimize the
first five JP = 1− excited states, with additional CSFs generated from the 2p53s and
2p53d reference configurations.
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In the second step, the plasma effect is included and calculated by the configuration
interaction (CI) method based on these optimized AOs, i.e.,
HˆDH|ΓPJM〉 = E
DH
Γ |ΓPJM〉. (6)
With the calculated ASFs, the oscillator strength of transition between atomic states i
and j can be calculated as,
gifij =
cπ
ω2
∑
Mi,Mj
|〈ΓjPjJjMj |T
(k)
λ |ΓiPiJiMi〉|
2. (7)
where T
(k)
λ is the radiative multipole operator [46], ω is the transition energy and
gi = 2Ji + 1 is the statistical weight of the initial state.
It should be mentioned that we can solve the HˆDH in Equation (6) directly by the
MCSCF method where both the AOs and the expansion coefficients CΓi are varied with
the Debye length D and the radius of the Debye sphere A. When the CSFs are large
enough, the results of this one-step method should be equivalent to our adopted two-step
calculation procedure. It turns out, as we shall discussed in detail in Sec. 3, that the
two-step calculation starting with plasma-free AOs in the first step is more convenient
for a detailed analysis of the variation of the oscillator strength due to the influence of
the outside plasma on the spin-dependent interactions for the 3C and 3D transitions of
the Ne-like ions.
3. Results and Discussions
Most of the existing plasma measurements are carried out with the electron densities
from 1018 to 1024 cm−3 and electron temperature kbT from a few eV to hundreds
of eV [52–56]. The plasma frequency fp = 8.977 × 10
3N1/2e Hz [45] corresponding to
such densities range from about 1013 to 1016 Hz or with the period τp = 1/fp in the
range of 10−13 ∼ 10−16 sec. To apply the DH approximation to Ne-like ions subject to
outside plasma for transitions involving 2p and 3d electrons, we started our study by
first identifying the range of Z that meets the criteria discussed in Sec. 2.
The characteristic time of the motion of 2p and 3d electrons for hydrogen atom
are about 1.2 × 10−15 and 4.1 × 10−15 sec, respectively [27]. For our interested Ne-like
ions with an effective charge Zeff , the characteristic time could be estimated by using
the 1/Z2eff scaling relation, similar to the hydrogen-like ions. Starting from Ar
8+ ion
with an estimated Zeff = Z − 9, the characteristic time of 2p and 3d electrons would
be (1.2 × 10−15/92) = 1.5 × 10−17 and (4.1 × 10−15/92) = 5.1 × 10−17 sec, respectively,
which are sufficiently smaller than the period τp estimated above for plasma with Ne
less than 1024 cm−3. This implies that the DH approximation would work for the Ne-
like ions with Z greater than 18. On the other hand, for DH approximation to apply,
the transition rates should also be different from the fp given earlier [27]. It turns out
that the transition rate of Ar8+ is of the order of 1012 sec−1 and increases to about
1014 sec−1 for Ne-like Kr26+, which corresponds to a density Ne about 10
21 cm−3. For
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Ne-like ions with Z greater than 37, the transition rate would be greater than 1014 sec−1
and overlap with the plasma frequency of 1014 Hz, thus leading to the breakdown of the
DH approximation. As a result, the DH approximation might work for the 3C and 3D
transitions of the Ne-like ions with Z between 18 and 36 for dense plasma with density
Ne between 10
21 cm−3 and 1024 cm−3. Based on the same temporal criterion, the DH
approximation should also work for all Neon-like ions with Z greater than 18 at a plasma
density less than 1016 cm−3. However, at such density, the Debye length D would be
several orders of magnitude greater than the size of the ions and the atomic transition
is not expected to be significantly influenced by the outside plasma environment.
The DH approximation also requires that the Debye length be greater than the
radius of the Debye sphere A [26,27]. Similar to our previous study for the H-like and He-
like ions, in the present study, we have chosen A to be expressed approximately in terms
of the average of the 2p orbit, or, its order of magnitude of |r2p| with |r2p| = 2
2/Zeff a0.
For comparison, we have included in our calculation with A = 0, |r2p| and 2|r2p|. The
smallest D in the present calculation ranges from 4.33 a0 to 1.44 a0 for Ar
8+ to Kr26+
ions, respectively, which are still substantially greater than the average radius of the
n = 3 orbitals.
With the electron correlations adequately taken into account using the quasi-
complete basis presented in Sec. 2, Table 1 shows that the plasma-free transition
energies of the 3C and 3D lines from the present calculation are in good agreement with
the experimental values [57–60] to 0.1% or less. The redshifts ∆ω(D) of the transition
energies of 3C and 3D in terms of D are given by,
∆ω3C(D) = [E2p6, 1S0(D)−E2p6, 1S0(∞)]−
[E2p53d, 1P1(D)−E2p53d, 1P1(∞)],
∆ω3D(D) = [E2p6, 1S0(D)−E2p6, 1S0(∞)]−
[E2p53d, 3D1(D)−E2p53d, 3D1(∞)].
(8)
Qualitatively, in a single electron approximation, the redshifts ∆ω3C(D) and ∆ω3D(D)
subject to external plasma could be estimated as the difference of the expectation values
of 〈2p|∆VD|2p〉 and 〈3d|∆VD|3d〉, where ∆VD = (Ze
2/r)(1 − e−r/D) is the difference
between the pure Coulomb potential and the screening Coulomb potential. The redshift
∆ω(D) is then given approximately by [61],
∆ω(D) ∼ [
11
4
−
16
ZD
+O(
1
(ZD)2
)]/D2, (9)
or, to the first order approximation, inversely proportional to D2, similarly to Equation
(13) of [28] for the H-like and He-like ions. Figure 1 presents the variation of our
calculated redshifts ∆ω(D) of the 3C and 3D lines of different Ne-like ions that decrease
as 1/D2 with increasing D. The slight deviation from the 1/D2 for the low Z ions, such
as the Ar8+ and Ti12+, is due primarily to their relatively stronger electron correlation.
Our previous works on the H-like and He-like ions subject to outside plasma
environment has led to a general feature that the ratio R = ∆ω/ω0 between the redshift
∆ω and its plasma-free energy ω0 varies at the same rate in terms of a reduced Debye
Ne-like 3C and 3D lines under plasma environment 7
Table 1. The plasma free transition energies of 3C and 3D lines of different Z ions in
comparison with the experimental values.
ω3C (eV) ω3CExp ω
3D (eV) ω3DExp
Ar 298.950 298.894a 295.158 295.159a
Ti 530.984 530.850b 523.273 523.190b
Fe 825.853 825.772c 812.390 812.406c
Zn 1185.443 1185.143c 1162.564 1162.202c
Se 1612.066 1611.193d 1573.802 1573.367d
Kr 1851.318 1850.976c 1802.361 1802.175c
aThe results from Santana et al (2015) [57].
bThe results from NIST (2018) [58].
cThe results from Brown et al (2001) [59].
dThe results of Beiersdorfer et al (2001) [60].
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Figure 1. The redshifts ∆3Cω and ∆
3D
ω in terms of D with A = 0, A = |r2p|, and
A = 2|r2p|. The green lines represent the 1/D
2 fitting.
length λD = ZeffD. For the Ne-like ions in the current study, we found that the ratio R
is also a function of the reduced Debye length with Zeff = Z − 9.2 for different Debye
radius A as shown in Figure 2. The small difference from Zeff = Z−9 reflects the slightly
stronger electron correlation for Ne-like ions.
Like most of the atomic transitions, the contribution to the plasma-free oscillator
strength gf 3C0 of the 3C line is primarily due to the dipole transition of the upper
1P1 state to the
1S0 ground state of the Ne-like ions. On the other hand, for the spin-
flipped 3D line, the contribution to its plasma-free oscillator strength gf 3D0 comes mainly
from the dipole transition to the 1S0 ground state from the limited
1P1 component
mixed in its upper 3D1 state due to the spin-dependent interactions. With the electron
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Figure 2. The ratios R3C and R3D between the redshift and the plasma-free energy
of the 3C and 3D lines as functions of the reduced Debye length λD = (Z−9.2)D with
A = 0, A = |r2p|, and A = 2|r2p|.
correlation and the spin-dependent interactions carefully taken into account in the
present calculation, Figure 3 shows that our calculated ratios ∆0 = gf
3C
0 /gf
3D
0 of the
plasma-free oscillator strengths between the 3C and 3D lines are in close agreement
with other elaborated theoretical calculations for Ne-like ions with Z between 18 and
36 [57,62]. Whereas the upper states of the 3C line for all Ne-like ions are dominated by
the 1P1 component, the mixing of the limited
1P1 component for the small-Z ion in the
upper 3D1 state of the 3D line due to the spin-dependent interactions is expected to be
enhanced for the higher Z ions. Although the oscillator strength gf 3C0 does not change
very much as Z increases, the oscillator strength gf 3D0 would increase at a rate noticeably
more than that of the gf 3C0 . Together with the fairly small plasma-free oscillator strength
gf 3D0 for the ions of smaller Z, the ratio ∆0 is therefore relatively large for the Ne-like
ion with smaller Z in comparison to the ones from ions of larger Z as shown in Figure
3.
Similar to our earlier study of the H-like and He-like ions for the effect of the
outside plasma to the oscillator strengths, we started by examining the relative oscillator
strengths gfr(D) of the 3C and 3D lines in terms of the ratios of the oscillator strengths
subject to external plasma to their respective plasma-free values gf0, i.e., gf
3C
r (D) =
gf 3C(D)/gf 3C0 and gf
3D
r (D) = gf
3D(D)/gf 3D0 . Figure 4 presents the percentage change
of the oscillator strengths of the 3C and 3D line, i.e., P 3C = gf 3Cr (D) − 1 and
P 3D = gf 3Dr (D) − 1 as functions of the reduced Debye length λD = (Z − 9.2)D with
A = 0, A = |r2p|, and A = 2|r2p|. Qualitatively, the plasma effect on the atomic
orbitals is stronger with smaller Debye radius A when the influence of the outside plasma
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Figure 3. The comparison between the present results and the ones from other earlier
calculations for the ratios ∆0 = gf
3C
0 /gf
3D
0 of the plasma-free oscillator strengths
between the 3C and 3D lines.
extended closer to the nucleus due to the less attractive VDH outside the Debye sphere.
Indeed, our calculation has shown that the decrease of the percentage changes P 3C with
decreasing λD is noticeably less for the ones shown in plots C and F of Figure 4 with
A = 2|r2p| than the ones in plots A and D with A = 0. This is due to the fact that with
the larger A = 2|r2p|, the inner portion of the n = 3 orbitals are effectively free from
the plasma effect, whereas with A = 0, the n = 3 orbitals are subject entirely to the
outside plasma.
To further understand the variations of the oscillator strengths of 3C and 3D lines,
it’s convenient to express the oscillator strength in Equation (7) under the dipole long
wavelength approximation in length gauge as,
gαfαβ ∼ ωαβ · |
∑
i,j
CΓαi C
Γβ
j 〈γiPiJiMi|rˆ|γjPjJjMj〉|
2, (10)
where γi and γj denote different set of configuration state functions (CSFs) with their
corresponding expansion coefficients CΓαi and C
Γβ
j for the initial and final states and
〈γiPiJiMi|rˆ|γjPjJjMj〉 the dipole matrix elements for the transition from state i to
state j. In the present study, the AOs are fixed in the first step for the plasma-
free CI calculation. The plasma effect will only affect the atomic state functions
(ASFs) calculated from Equation (6) and the oscillator strengths via their corresponding
expansion coefficients CΓαi and C
Γβ
j .
Since the final state for both the 3C and 3D lines is the nearly pure spin-singlet
2p6 1S state, it is easier to examine these two transitions by applying the selection rule
∆S = 0 with the total spin as the good quantum number in the LS coupling than the jj
coupling employed in our relativistic calculation. As a result, we will start our discussion
by first transforming the expansion coefficients of the jj-coupled ASFs, calculated from
Equation (6) in the presence of external plasma, into the LS-coupled ones. Table 2
presents the geometric transformation matrix between the three prominent jj-coupled
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Figure 4. The percentage change P 3C and P 3D of the oscillator strengths of the 3C
and 3D lines as the functions of the reduced Debye length λD = (Z − 9.2)D with
A = 0, A = |r2p|, and A = 2|r2p|.
Table 2. The geometric transformation matrix between the jj-coupling scheme and
the LS-coupling scheme for Jpi = 1−.
[(2p21/22p
3
3/2)3/23d3/2]3/2 [(2p
2
1/22p
3
3/2)3/23d5/2]3/2 [(2p
1
1/22p
4
3/2)1/23d3/2]3/2
2p53d,3 P1
√
8
15
−
√
3
10
√
1
6
2p53d,3D1 −
√
2
5
−
√
1
10
√
1
2
2p53d,1 P1
√
1
15
√
3
5
√
1
3
and LS-coupled ASFs corresponding to the 2p53d configuration of the upper Jpi = 1−
states of the 3C and 3D lines. From the ∆S = 0 selection rule, only the 2p53d 1P
component of the upper states due to the mixing of the spin singlet and triplet states
from the relativistic effects of the spin-dependent interactions will contribute to the
oscillator strengths of the 3C and 3D lines. It turns out that our calculation has found
that two of the three 2p53d components, i.e., 1P1 and
3D1, contribute over 90% of the
upper states of the 3C and 3D lines. Hence, qualitatively, the upper states of the 3C
and 3D lines could be further approximated by the two-state system with the expansion
coefficients in terms of a parameter θ and expressed compactly as,
|Ψ3C〉 = cos θ|2p53d, 1P1〉+ sin θ|2p
53d, 3D1〉,
|Ψ3D〉 = sin θ|2p53d, 1P1〉 − cos θ|2p
53d, 3D1〉,
(11)
where, sin θ and cos θ are the normalized expansion coefficients in the LS-coupled
scheme. We should also point out that the effect of the spin-dependent interactions is
due mostly to the one-particle spin-orbit interaction, i.e., HSO ∼ (1/r)(∂VDH/∂r)Lˆ · Sˆ
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Figure 5. The θD and G(θD) in the two-state approximation with A = 0.
with the potential VDH given by Equation (1). And, with a Z/r
3 dependence for HSO,
the region close to the nucleus, i.e., with r much smaller than the Debye length D,
dictates almost entirely the mixing of the 1P1 and
3D1 states in Ψ
3C and Ψ3D.
The upper plot of Figure 5 presents our calculated θD of the Ne-like ions with
different Z as functions of the reduced Debye length λD = (Z − 9.2)D with A = 0. As
expected, for the low-Z Ar8+ ion, the upper state Ψ3C is dominated by its 1P1 component,
or, cos2 θD, with smaller θD due to the relatively weak spin-orbit interaction. For the
higher-Z Kr26+ ion with stronger spin-orbit interaction, the θD is substantially greater.
The parameter θD increases for all Ne-like ions as the effect of the external plasma
increases, i.e., when D decreases. Qualitatively, this could be understood by comparing
the dominant spin-orbit interaction, which leads to the mixing of the 1P1 and
3D1
states, to the Debye potential VDH , i.e., the ratio HSO/VDH . Near the nucleus, where
r is much smaller than D, HSO/VDH is given approximately by ∼ (1/Dr + 1/r
2)Lˆ · Sˆ.
The enhancement of the ratio HSO/VDH, as D decreases, will lead to an increase in θ as
shown in Figure 5 from our calculation. When λD decreases, the
1P1 component of Ψ
3C
will decrease due to an increasing θD, or, a decreasing cos
2 θD. Since the rate of change
for cos2 θD is small with the relatively small θD for all Ne-like ions shown in Figure 5, the
rate of decrease in gf 3C(D) from its plasma-free value of gf 3C0 for the 3C line is fairly
small. On the other hand, when λD decreases, the
1P1 component of Ψ
3D will increase like
sin2 θD with increasing θD, leading to a rate of increase in gf
3D(D) from its plasma-free
value of gf 3D0 substantially greater than the one for the 3C line. The fact that gf
3C(D)
and gf 3D(D) have inversed variations with D, its ratio ∆I = gf
3C(D)/gf 3D(D), or
alternatively, ∆r = gf
3C
r (D)/gf
3D
r (D) = ∆I/∆0, would be more sensitive to the plasma
environment. For example, Figure 4 shows that at λD = 30 with A = 0 for Ti
12+ ion,
the ratio gf 3Cr (D) decreases by about 10% and the ratio gf
3D
r (D) increases by about
16%, whereas the ratio ∆r decreases by close to 25%.
Based on our two-step procedure, it is straightforward to extend the theoretical
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oscillator strength calculation for the Ne-like ions from one to another. On the other
hand, it is far more complicated to extend the measurement of the oscillator strength
from one ion to the next experimentally. Our calculation has shown in Figure 4 that
the individual features of the variation of the oscillator strength for the 3C and 3D lines
of the Ne-like ions vary in the opposite direction and do not follow a simple universal
function for all ions as the reduced Debye length varies. For the diagnostic possibility
based on the extrapolation to other ions from the known and confirmed theoretical
calculation and the experiment observed data of one particular ion subject to outside
plasma, it is necessary to identify a general feature or scaling relation involving the
variation of the oscillator strengths that is similar to but different from the one we have
identified for the H-like and He-like ions. As we already pointed out that the variation of
the ratio ∆r = gf
3C
r (D)/gf
3D
r (D) is more sensitive to the change in D, we will now focus
our discussion on this ratio to find out if a simple general feature could be identified
due to the change of external plasma environment.
Since the dipole matrix element in Equation (10) in our two-step calculation is
independent of the external plasma, the ratio ∆r could be expressed as,
gf 3Cr
gf 3Dr
=
ω3C(λD)
ω3D(λD)
·
ω3D0
ω3C0
·
cos2 θD
sin2 θD
·
sin2 θ0
cos2 θ0
. (12)
The ratio ωi(λD)/ω
i
0 on the right-hand side of Equation (12) equals [ω
i
0−∆ω
i(λD)]/ω
i
0 =
1 − Ri(λD), where R
i(λD), or, R
3C and R3D, are the nearly universal functions of λD
shown in Figure 2. Equation (12) would then take the form of,
∆r = [
1 −R3C(λD)
1− R3D(λD)
]G(θD), (13)
where
G(θD) =
cos2 θD/ cos
2 θ0
sin2 θD/ sin
2 θ0
, (14)
represents the relative contributions from the 1P1 component of the Ψ
3C and Ψ3D to the
variation of the oscillator strength due to the spin-dependent interactions. The bottom
plot of Figure 5 shows approximately that G(θD) varies linearly to the nuclear charge
Z. As a result, the ratio ∆r could be expressed as a nearly universal function in terms
of λDZ. For experimental measurement, it is more convenient to express the plasma
induced variation of the oscillator strengths in terms of the percentage reduction ∆p of
the ratio ∆I from the plasma-free ∆0, or, ∆p = (∆0−∆I)/∆0 = 1−∆r. Figure 6 shows
that our calculated ∆p with A = 0, |r2p|, and 2|r2p| could all be expressed approximately
in terms of nearly universal functions following closely to [(Z − 9.2)ZD]−1.8 for all Ne-
like ions. This general feature offers the possibility to extrapolate the calculated data
from one particular Ne-like ion to other Ne-like ions in plasma environment based on
the application of DH approximation.
From our calculated results presented in Figure 6, we find that for the Ne-like
Fe16+ ions, shown in the top plot of Figure 7, the ratio ∆I = gf
3C(D)/gf 3D(D) would
indeed decrease substantially as D decreases and result in a ratio close to the measured
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Figure 6. The percentage reduction ∆p of the intensity ratio in terms of (Z−9.2)ZD
with A = 0, A = |r2p|, and A = 2|r2p|.
value from the coulped X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) and the electron beam ion
trap (EBIT) experiment performed at the Linear Coherent Light Source (LCLS) [15].
However, it turns out that such decrease in ∆I , based on our estimate, would only
occur if the outside plasma density is several orders of magnitude higher than those
of the LCLS experiment according to the bottom plot of Figure 7. As a result, the
outside plasma could not be the cause that is responsible for the disagreement between
the theory and LCLS experiment. In contrast, the scale of the astrophysical plasma
conditions can vary several orders of magnitude [56], the present results may still have
great significance in the modelling and diagnostic of astrophysical plasmas.
We note in a recent theoretical study [18], by manipulating the relativistic wave
functions with a set of a priori scaling parameters, a reduction in the intensity ratio
∆I = gf
3C/gf 3D close to the measured value for Ne-like Fe16+ ions was derived. Unlike
the plasma-free transition energies presented in Table 1 from the present calculation,
which are less than 0.1% from the observed data, some of the fitted low-lying energies
in [18] are different from the known measured energy levels by as high as 7 − 8%. It is
possible that by varying the scaling parameters, the effect on the wave functions may
have mimicked the spin-dependent interactions discussed earlier and thus leading to
the ratio ∆I close to the experimental result. Since the recent measured ratio between
the intensity of the 3C to 3D emission lines was performed under the experimental
condition with a substantially lower plasma density than those investigated in the
present study as we pointed out earlier, the difference between the atomic structure
calculation and the measured data might be due to other atomic processes, beyond an
accurate characterization of the electron-electron correlation and the spin-dependent
interactions. One such possibility could be an increase in the upper state population
of the 3D line due to other atomic process such as the resonance induced population
transfer from the nearby Na-like Fe15+ ions with the same Z, even when the outside
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plasma density is substantially smaller [63].
4. Conclusion
Following the spatial and temporal criteria for the DH model, we present a study on
the 3C and 3D emission lines for the Ne-like ions with nuclear charge Z between 18
and 36 subject to outside plasma environment. First, similar to the α-emission line of
the H-like and He-like ions subject to outside plasma, our relativistic calculation has
shown that the redshift of the 3C and 3D emission lines of all Ne-like ions, i.e., ∆ω3C
and ∆ω3D, increases as the Debye length D decreases. Qualitatively, we have shown
that both ∆ω3C and ∆ω3D vary approximately at a rate of 1/D2. In addition, we have
demonstrated that the ratio of the redshifts to the plasma-free energy ω0 of the 3C or
3D lines, i.e., R3C = ∆ω3C/ω3C0 or R
3D = ∆ω3D/ω3D0 , for different Ne-like ions follows a
nearly universal function of the reduced Debye length λD = (Z − 9.2)D.
Like most of the atomic transitions, the contribution to the plasma-free gf 3C0 of
the 3C line is primarily due to the dipole transition of the upper 1P1 state to the
1S0
ground state of the Ne-like ions. Similar to the α-emission line of the H-like and He-like
ions, the oscillator strengths gf 3C(D) of the 3C line of the Ne-like ions of different Z
decrease with similar ratios gf 3Cr = gf
3C(D)/gf 3C0 when the Debye length D decreases,
or, when the effect of the outside plasma increases. In contrast, for the 3D line, the vari-
ation of the oscillator strength ratio gf 3Dr = gf
3D(D)/gf 3D0 of the Ne-like ion increases
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as the effect of the outside plasma increases. Unlike the 3C line, the variations of gf 3Dr
are noticeably different for ions of different Z, with larger variations for ions of smaller
Z. This is in part due to the relatively smaller 1P1 component of the upper
3D1 state
due to the weaker spin-dependent interactions and consequently the smaller plasma-free
oscillator strength gf 3D0 for the ions of smaller Z than that for the ions of larger Z. In
addition to the smaller gf 3D0 , the proportionally larger increase of the
1P1 component
mixed in its upper 3D1 state due to the spin-dependent interaction subject to outside
plasma further enhances the variation of the ratio gf 3Dr for the ions of smaller Z.
Although the calculated gf 3Dr values for different Ne-like ions are very different for
ions of different Z, it turns out, interestingly, the variation of the ratio ∆r, or the per-
centage reduction of the intensity ratio ∆p between the 3C and 3D lines actually follows
closely to a nearly universal function of the product of the reduced Debye length λD and
the nuclear charge Z, i.e., ∝ [(Z−9.2)DZ]−1.8. Qualitatively, this general feature results
essentially from what we concluded in our study, i.e., the mixing of the 1P1 component
in the upper 3D1 state due to the spin-dependent interactions for the 3D line is indeed
responsible for the reduction of the intensity ratio ∆I = gf
3C(D)/gf 3D(D) subject to
the outside plasma. Should the general features we have identified be verified experi-
mentally for a single Ne-like ion subject to external plasma, a simple extrapolation from
a set of calculated data for this single Ne-ion could easily be extended to other Ne-like
ions and, as a result, offers an alternative for plasma diagnostics.
Finally, the general scaling behaviors of the redshifts and line ratios of the Ne-like
ions found in this study are very easy for practical use. Therefore, they should be useful
for the modelling and diagnostic of astrophysical plasmas such as active galactic nuclei
and quasars, stellar coronae and supernovae, etc., and laboratory plasmas such as iner-
tial and magnetic confinement fusion devices.
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